Inhibition of human primary melanoma cell proliferation by histamine is enhanced by interleukin-6.
Interleukin-6 (IL-6) is a bifunctional growth factor in malignant melanoma; its expression increases during the malignant progression of the disease. Histamine, detected in large amounts in normal and pathological proliferating tissues, is an important paracrine and autocrine regulator of normal and tumour cell proliferation as well. We investigated the presence and function of IL-6 and histamine in the WM35 primary human melanoma cell line with respect to their direct role in cell proliferation and their regulatory interactions. IL-6 inhibited the proliferation of WM35 melanoma cells and increased significantly the expression of histidine decarboxylase as well as histamine production. It had dose-dependent effects on the proliferation: high concentration (10-5 M) was inhibitory through H1 histamine receptors while low histamine concentration acting on H2 receptors, with a simultaneous increase of cAMP, enhanced colony formation in the monolayer. Furthermore, IL-6 increased the H1- but decreased the H2-histamine receptor expression of the melanoma cells. On the other hand, histamine was locally synthesized by the WM35 melanoma cells. We suggest that the growth arrest induced by IL-6 is in part mediated by its dual action on histamine: a shift toward H1 receptor predominance and an elevation of locally produced histamine with prevalent action on the inhibitory response triggered through the H1 receptor. These findings suggest a local cross-talk between histamine and IL-6 in the regulation of melanoma growth.